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Introduction
In 2013 I was privileged to receive a James Love Churchill Fellowship to study Plaster
Conservation Methods in the UK and Italy. Specific skills and networking outcomes identified in my
application were;
• Gain a Craftsmanʼs knowledge;
• Learn plaster conservation techniques;
• Learn ornament restoration [and reproduction] techniques;
• Learn management procedures to maintain and protect [plasterwork];
• Understand conservation approaches;
• Interpret [plaster] designs; and
• Join a network of heritage professionals.
My application additionally highlighted the following outcomes; ʻinternational exposure to
conservation standards, philosophies and practices, explore education programs to the
safeguarding of the [traditional] skills that are disappearing.ʼ
As a self employed craftsperson this Fellowship enabled me to travel to the UK and Italy to
connect with international and Australian practitioners and researchers to further my practical skills
in heritage conservation with the emphasis on understanding traditional plasters, renders and
mortars and techniques for plaster casting and mould making. It also enabled me immersion in the
concepts of conservation and preventative conservation through dialogue and discussion with
heritage practitioners.
Overseas travel remains essential to the development of my professional skills. Australia does not
have a heritage plastering tradition and unfortunately those in Australia with traditional skills in the
field are rare. On the whole, the Australian heritage sector, is for understandable reasons, much
smaller than the European sector where heritage buildings are a huge part of everyday life in many
places and where traditions have sometimes endured.
Research to care for and to conserve the traditional plasterwork and renders of Australiaʼs built
heritage to best practice standards, resulted in a journey from 2003 - 2008 when I lived and
worked in Europe, gaining these skills. In 2010 I attended Villa Fabris, Italy to complete a three
month course of international standing in plaster conservation.
Importantly, this Churchill Fellowship enabled me to continue refining my technical skills and to
compare and contrast overseas heritage practice with the Australian context. While the heritage
sector - whether in Australia or Europe - always seems to struggle for resources, it is inevitable that
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heritage research, study and practice in the UK and Europe has a level of activity unmatched in
Australia. This Fellowship has helped me appreciate the activities and processes I can implement
to grow my professional practice as well as activities for which I need to advocate. This report
highlights examples of work useful to my profession occurring in Australia.
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Executive Summary
Churchill Fellow:
Brian Maxwell, 17 Pepper Road, Everton Hills, QLD, 4053
Attending two conferences, visiting three specific museums and two courses including study at
Villa Fabris, Italy allowed me to connect with other contributors in my field of expertise; in
traditional plastering techniques; use of lime for plaster work, renders and mortars; and plaster
casting and mould making. The Historic Mortars Conference and Building Limes Forum (BLF)
Conference and Gathering helped increase my technical knowledge regarding the use of lime in
building works. Attending the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) course was
useful for discussions regarding conservation techniques and for making parallels between the
SPAB philosophy of conservation and the Australian Burra Charter. Visiting three museums
allowed me to see the life's work of a master Craftsman Antonio Canova - samples of his plaster
casts and piece moulds and displays of his technical procedure are spectacular. John Grandison's
museum is a treasure trove of the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of the plastering trade.
Meeting conservators at the Cast Courts at the Victoria and Albert Museum enabled me to learn
about preventative conservation as applied to plasterwork. Attending Villa Fabris, Italy refined my
technical expertise in plaster casting and mould making - which is becoming a cornerstone of my
professional practice.
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Connecting with Jacqui Goddard and David Young at the Historic Mortars and Building Limes
Conferences was immensely useful. Jacqui is a New South Wales based Heritage Architect, whom
I had been in contact with over the phone, but met for the first time at the Historic Mortars
Conference, Glasgow. Jacqui launched an Australian Chapter of the Building Limes Forum as a
way of improving traditional heritage skills in Australia. David conducts the Conservation of
Traditional Buildings course at Canberra University, which I have previously attended. It is our
ability to collaborate into the future for the advancement of heritage skills and technical
understanding that I am most excited about.
Major lessons learned surround the breadth and depth of technical research into the composition
and technical detail of traditional plasters, renders and mortars overseas. Increasingly, I require
technical information on mortars, renders and plasters to meet engineers requirements and to
replace like with like. There is much I can do to improve this situation as applied to my
conservation work, there are also activities for which I will need to advocate and lobby other
heritage practitioners. It will take a concerted effort to improve the level of technical understanding
in Australia to enable execution of heritage best practice from a technical materials and
specifications perspective.
My membership and involvement in the Australian Chapter of the BLF with Jacqui Goddard will be
one of the main ways I disseminate my learning and needs as will my ongoing association with
Maurice Potrzeba and Jack Barnes - two other heritage practitioners in Brisbane. We need to
increasingly advocate for the needs of our profession within a project planning context.
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Brian Maxwell Fellowship Program 2013
September 10
John Grandison, The Scottish Ornamental Plasterwork Museum, Peebles, Scotland.
~ Meeting, view workshop and museum with an impressive collection of technical plaster
drawings, casts and moulds. John is a fourth generation traditional plasterer, meeting with
him enabled me to discuss aspects of my work replicating designs with moulds. It also made
me realise how important it is that traditional crafts are carried on, especially as part of a
lineage. The skills of his multi- generational family business have been maintained as a
lineage, despite WW1 and WW2 which killed so many practicing artisans.
September 11 - 14
Third Historic Mortars Conference, Glasgow, Scotland
~ Hosted by The University of Western Scotland and delivered in Glasgowʼs famous Mitchell
Library and included a site visit to either Edinburgh and the Scottish Lime Centre or the
Glasgow Cathedral and Mausoleum. The focus of the papers delivered at the conference
was on the technical aspects of working with lime mortars, plasters, and other applications.
This is essential for ensuring like with like and the need for analysis and specifications.
September 17 - 19
Building Limes Forum Annual Gathering, Ireland restoration workshop on the Russborough
Estate lime kiln, County Wicklow, Ireland.
¬ While I did not manage to attend this project, the reconstruction of the kiln is essential to
keeping traditional skills alive so that conservation work can replicate the original. The BLFI
has used the lime kiln restoration project to conduct workshops and generate interest in
using more indigenous lime for many years.
September 19
Attended wigging master class with Gerard Lynch.
~ Organised by the BLFI and demonstrated on a Henrietta Street building.
September 20-22
Building Limes Forum Gathering, Dublin, Ireland
~ held at The King's Inns within proximity to the historically significant buildings of Henrietta
Street, which served as a practical case study.
September 23 - October 4
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The European Centre for Heritage Crafts and Professions, Thiene, Veneto, Italy
~ September 23 - 27 Plaster Casting course
~ September 30 - October 4 Plaster Moulding course
October 5
Canova Museum, Possagno, Italy
¬ Home of the Neoclassical sculptor Antonio Canova (1757 - 1822) and established as a
museum of his works.
October 7 - 11
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB)
~ The Repair of Old Buildings Course
October 12 - 13
The Victoria and Albert Museum
~ Tours, interviews, research with conservators
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Main body - Introduction
Currently I work to restore plaster objects and finishes on heritage buildings. After completing a
Solid Plastering apprenticeship I travelled overseas in 2003 for five years to acquire the necessary
heritage trade skills. My scope of work includes internal ornamental plasterwork, such as ceilings,
cornice and ceiling roses. External work has included repair to rendered surfaces and restoration
of decorative features where I either repair items in-situ or reproduce using a mould.
The approach taken to working on heritage buildings in Australia is determined by the methodology
and recommendations of the Burra Charter. The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for
Places of Cultural Significance, 1999 is the accepted standard for heritage conservation in
Australia. The document was first devised in 1977 in Burra, South Australia where the Australian
arm of the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) adapted the European 1964
Venice Charter to the Australian context. The resultant document was the Australia ICOMOS
Guidelines for the conservation of places of cultural significance, alternately known as the Burra
Charter.
A brief outline of the principles of the Burra Charter is reproduced here to illuminate the decision
making framework within which my work on Australian heritage buildings is placed. Following this
is a brief discussion of the two main tenants of the Burra Charter as they, combined with the
principles outlined, underpin aspects of my research on this Fellowship. It is important to note that
while the Burra Charter outlines a useful and important approach to conservation, truly achieving
its goals requires a level of technical expertise that is frequently lacking in Australia.
The Burra Charter:
'The Burra Charter advocates a collaborative, considered (researched), consultative and cautious
approach to identifying and conserving places of cultural significance, where ʻcultural significance
means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future
generationsʼ (Marquis-Kyle, P and Walker, M: (2004) 'Burra Charter': pp.11)
Once significance is defined its values underpin the policy steps necessary to manage it in built
fabric. A Conservation Plan is the culmination of the research phase and it documents significance
(research), policy (guidelines) and management (actions) required to care for the place without
compromising cultural significance.
The Burra Charter nominates conservation as the act of appropriately caring for places of cultural
significance, hence the Conservation Plan. The various activities of maintenance, preservation,
restoration, reconstruction and adaptation may provide suitable methodologies to ensure
conservation. Each of these activities is defined as follows;
Article 1 1.4 Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain cultural
significance (Ibid: 2004: pp.11).
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Article 1 1.5 Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place,
and is distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction (Ibid: 2004: pp.11).
Article 1 1.6 Preservation means maintaing the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding
deterioration (Ibid: 2004: pp.11).
Article 1 1.7 Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by
removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of new
material (Ibid: 2004: pp.12).
Article 1 1.8 Reconstruction means returning a place to a known earlier state and is distinguished
from restoration by the introduction of new material into the fabric (Ibid: 2004: pp.12). Article 1 1.9
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use (Ibid: 2004: pp.12).
As mentioned, the Burra Charter advocates a cautious approach to change [building works], as
follows;
'do as much as necessary to care for the place and to make it useable, but otherwise change it as
little as possible so that its cultural significance is retained (Ibid: 2004: pp.10)'.
The Charter also advocates appropriate conservation works as replacing original materials 'like
with like'. This means using replacement materials the same as the original and using the
traditional techniques.
Thanks to the Burra Charter, heritage practice in Australia sits within a governing framework of
international standing that is user-friendly and accessible. The principle of conservation as the
guiding aim of building works is well understood, as are the principles of doing as little as possible
and using 'like with like'. In the Australian context, a lack of technical understanding and available
practical skills in traditional techniques is currently a limitation that does impinge, on a daily basis,
on my work practices.
This report highlights my personal skills development as a result of this Fellowship as well as
outlining the directions in which my profession needs facilitated support to grow so that best
practice outcomes bedded in technical expertise are ensured. While I speak as a practitioner of a
heritage trade, I know that other practitioners of heritage share my concerns.
The following discussion in the body of this document introduces the people I met and learned
from and the conferences, gatherings and practical study I completed as part of my Churchill Study
tour. Each interaction as part of this Churchill Fellowship was aimed at helping me refine my skills
to become a master craftsperson as well as providing context for my work in Australia. I hope that
this report is a small step in the right direction, enabling me to become an adequate advocate for
the needs of my profession in the Australian context.

1. John Grandison, Scottish Ornamental Plasterwork Museum, Peebles, Scotland
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Visiting John Grandison at his Scottish Ornamental Plasterwork Museum was a ʻmustʼ on this tour.
As a fourth generation lime plasterer, and fourth generation craftsman John has a practical depth
of experience and knowledge that can only be achieved from multigenerational learning and
tradition. The museum of which he is custodian is the culmination of his family heritage. It displays
plaster work technical drawings, moulds, casts, tools and equipment from the family business in
the location in which it has always been practiced. John's museum represents the tangible and
intangible cultural heritage of his family tradition.
The endurance of Johnʼs family business, which was established in 1886, is also illuminating as it
survived against the massive disruption of WWI and WWII when so many men of all trades and
professions were killed and when much knowledge of traditional trades was lost. During the war
years the business did suffer from a lack of available men and it was during WWI at the age of 14
that Johnʼs father learned plaster casting in the evenings from his father.
It is not only the techniques of design and casting that are family tradition. It is the knowledge of
the entire enterprise - from where lime and sand was sourced, to how lime kilns were constructed
and lime burned - that has been retained as family tradition. This knowledge forms an essential
basis for replicating original work as the ingredient limes and sands have specific properties and
the traditional lime burning process also results in a unique product.
Further, this family has accumulated almost 130 years of product. This means their work forms the
original fabric and sometimes the already conserved fabric, in a suite of known buildings. The
family are more than well placed to locate original patterns and moulds and use consummate
materials for conservation work. This body of knowledge and tradition is the context in which
heritage trades should ideally exist. Overseas this is rare and in Australia, with notable exception, it
is almost nonexistent.
In the short time I had with John, I was able to explore my understanding of plasterwork design,
moulding and casting. This is work I already do, but meeting with John was an opportunity to refine
and question some of my techniques.
For general information on the museum please see: http://www.heraldscotland.com/sport/spl/
aberdeen/history-in-a-very-different-mould-1.709716

2. The Historic Mortars Conference, University of Western Scotland, Glasgow
In 2013 the Historic Mortars Conference (September 11-14) was hosted by The University of
Western Scotland and delivered in Glasgowʼs famous Mitchell Library. Seventy nine presenters,
mostly from European Universities, especially The Czech Republic and Portugal, had 15 minutes
to present their technical findings.
The topics covered were technically detailed and varied. Most were based on specific case studies
at heritage sites in response to conservation project needs. Areas covered included historic
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mortars (analysis, composition, durability and replication), renders, lime plasters and other lime
coatings, glazed ceramic tiles, natural / roman cement and replicating traditional lime kiln
production processes. Each paper was loaded on a USB for delegates. I have drawn on this
resource for this report and have reproduced relevant extracts from papers to elucidate some of
the points I make regarding conservation work in Australia.
My interest in the conference was based in the use of lime, which is the key ingredient of historic
plasters, renders and mortars, and my need for technical specifications for replacement mixes in
conservation works.
Specifications are required by engineers for strength and durability. Additionally, from a heritage
perspective, the Burra Charter advocates the replacement of 'like with like'. As previously
discussed, traditional plaster /render /mortar production was always based on the use of local
resources resulting in a unique composition. Replication requires knowing the origin of source
materials (limestone, sand and pozzolan additive) as well as reproducing traditional lime burning in
a lime kiln. Due to a lack of recorded information, resource depletion or other issues, sources of
original materials are either unknown or otherwise unavailable. Traditional lime kilns are generally
not used anymore either.
The following abstracts and excepts from the Historic Mortars conference papers help illustrate
salient points;
The paper by Balksten, K, Persson, C and Eriksson, J (2013), ʻLime burning tradition in field kilns a case study of the Jamtland tradition in Swedenʼ highlights the importance of regionalism, local
variation and the need to understand the local resource in lime production;
This study focuses on the local lime tradition in the region of Jämtland, in central Sweden. Local
lime was used when building the medieval stone churches and since they are in a need of
restoration there is subsequently a need for understanding the use of local lime. The geology of
Jämtland contains several layers of limestone in the folded mountains. There is a broad
spectrum ranging from pure Silurian limestone to clay containing Ordovician limestone, giving
all kinds of lime from pure air lime to strong hydraulic lime. The preserved historic mortars have
mostly been made with the hydraulic lime. Several old field kilns have been preserved in the
forest landscape as prehistoric monuments, showing the model of the local lime burning
tradition. This paper discusses the process of identifying the historic lime kiln constructions and
their burning technique. It also describes the process of slaking this hydraulic binder in order to
produce a lime mortar with workability and compatibility required from a restoration mortar.
Newly produced samples of lime mortar have been compared with historic ones in thin section
microscope for further understanding.
Whilst technical, Copsey, N and Gourley, B (2013) in ʻHot Mixed Lime Mortarsʼ discusses the need
for like with like as far as replicating lime production;
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Most lime mortars, for most uses, for most of history, were hot-mixed using quicklime. Lime
mortars commonly used today, for conservation and repair, or for new build, tend to be Natural
Hydraulic Lime based or designed ʻproductsʼ, less often putty lime mortars. This seems
anomalous and confounds our general inclination towards like-for-like, compatible repair using
authentic materials, – as well as the requirement of BS7913 (1998). Serious consideration of
the historical method and advantages of hot lime mortars and the practicality of their use in a
modern context has been sparse, with the notable exceptions of Alan Forster (2004 and since)
and Gerard Lynch (2007). As a building conservation and repair company, we have routinely
used lime rich hot lime mortars – for building, re-pointing and plastering - for over 5 years; this
paper discusses historic and modern examples of hot mixing and our own practical experience
of both and contends that hot mixed high calcium lime mortars that respect historic precedent
represent a viable and eminently appropriate modern response to the conservation and repair of
old buildings.
While attendance at this conference helped me appreciate the enormity of the background work
across the heritage sector required to achieve historically accurate and engineering appropriate
lime mortar mixes in Australia there are steps being made. These include establishment of the
NSW Sand Library, David Youngʼs forthcoming publication on mortars and the Australian Chapter
of the Building Limes Forumʼs plan to built a traditional lime kiln near Molong, NSW.
There is also more research I can do. For instance, a quick Google search regarding the origins of
Brisbaneʼs building lime resulted in learning that most of the lime for Brisbaneʼs early buildings
came from Ipswich, also known as the ʻLimestone Hillsʼ and that there was a lime kiln there. A
similar quick search identified an extant heritage listed lime kiln at James Street, New Farm. A
search on the likely origin of building sand did not return results. I plan on doing more research
along these lines so that I can commission testing on likely replacement resources.

Brisbane's Lime Resource:
Early building works in the Brisbane settlement were hampered by a lack of available lime. In
1826-27 Captain Paterick Logan explored the Bremer River noting that just 10 miles from its
junction with the Brisbane River were hills of limestone. He noted that moderate sized boats could
come up the Bremer River as far as the limestone deposits. By mid 1827 he had sent a party of
convicts to the area to begin lime burning at ʻLimestone Hillʼ which is now part of Ipswich. Allan
Cunningham recorded that 300-400 baskets of lime were produced at Ipswich in 1828 and sent to
Brisbane Town each week.
The convict lime kiln is marked in early maps and was known to still in use in 1849. The kiln was
located just inside what is today the grounds of 'Claremont'. It was probably destroyed when the
railway line to Brisbane was constructed in 1875. Another kiln is known to have been built in 1864
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on Limestone Hill near Cunningham's Knoll. This kiln still exists but it is now in ruins and scarcely
recognizable.(http://www.ipswich.qld.gov.au/documents/heritage/
education_kit_convicts_&_settlement.pdf : 04.12.13).
In separate searches; the convict Island, St Helena, in Morton Bay was producing lime from a lime
kiln using a mix of coral and shells by 1869. The resource was used for building on the island as
well as the mainland.
While small steps are underway, there generally exists in Australia, neither the policy conditions,
testing facilities nor historical research to drastically change the lack of technical information
regarding.

3. Building Limes Forum Gathering and Conference, Dublin, Ireland.
Established in 1992 the Building Limes Forum promotes itself as a community of lime enthusiasts
and practitioners, most of whom are producers, suppliers, specifiers or users of lime. The Forum
exists to encourage expertise and understanding in the appropriate use of building limes and
education in the standards of production, preparation, application and aftercare.
The Building Limes Forum is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation with around 350
members in the UK and overseas, the majority being actively concerned with the repair of historic
buildings or in the use of lime in new build. There are independent Building Limes Forums in
Ireland (Building Limes Forum Ireland), Scandinavia (Nordisk Forum for Bygningskalk) and Italy
(Forum Italiano Calce). Each year a conference and gathering is held, which is a three day event
with papers, practical demonstrations and lots of social engagement. (http://
www.buildinglimesforum.org.uk/: 12.12.2013).
In 2013 conference themes were 18th Century decorative plasterwork and historic brickwork and
pointing form the same period. Other topics such as lime in new construction, lime kilns, lime and
hemp for insulation, Roman Cement, thermal properties, repair methodologies and current
research into lime formed part of proceedings. Eighteen lectures were interspersed with activities.
These included a series of walking tours around Dublin to see samples of brickwork pointing and
plasterwork, especially along Henrietta Street. A public lime fair, where heritage skills and products
were promoted the public formed part of the program.
For me highlights were viewing the ornamental interior plasterwork on Henrietta Street and hearing
about the conservation and reuse of the Russborough Lime Kiln.
Plasterwork, Henrietta Street:
Dublin is famous for its plasterwork and the ornamental rococo plasterwork interiors of Henrietta
Street are spectacular. While Henrietta Street is credited with being the prototype of Georgian
architecture in Dublin and resulting in Dublinʼs Georgian character, the street also has international
significance for its intact representation of a particular historical architectural style. While the street
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was built between 1720s to 1750s for Dublinʼs social elite, it did fall on hard times in the early 20th
Century when many of the buildings were used as tenement homes for the impoverished. While
some plasterwork has inevitably been lost, much remains, albeit in varying stages of repair. The
plasterwork is in the elaborate rococo style and was crafted by two famous Italian artisans who
visited Ireland around the middle of the18th Century. The elaborate plasterwork is in contrast to the
relatively plain but grand in size exteriors of these buildings. As part of the BLF Gerard
demonstrated wigging, as opposed to the closely related tuck pointing the mortar joints on these
buildings.
Russborough Estate Lime Kiln:
The Lime Kiln on Russborough Estate in County Wicklow has been under restoration by members
of the Building Limes Forum, Ireland since 2009. The Forum have used the conservation process
itself as a training opportunity and have started using the lime kiln for the production of local limes.

Whilst working in Europe learning traditional plastering I became a member of The Building Limes
Forum Ireland. As a craftsperson practitioner I have always found the Limes Forum Gatherings and
Conferences, newsletters and the members it attracts well suited to my needs. It is of great
excitement that New South Wales based architect Jacqui Goddard has started an Australian
Chapter of the BLF and I am proud to be an inaugural member.

Image of Henrietta Street rococo plasterwork ceiling, Brian Maxwell 2013.

4. Villa Fabris, Thiene, Italy
After the establishment of The European Council in 1949, with headquarters in Venice, important
documents including the 1964 Charter of Venice, the 1975 European Charter, the 2000 European
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Charter for Landscape and the 2005 Convention of European Heritage, recognised the
importance of conservation as a political process including cultural heritage, Identity and diversity,
citizens, freedom and peace.
Following the understanding of Cultural Heritage significance the European Council developed a
program to retain and protect Venice which included the establishment of a school to teach the
traditional skills that were lost but necessary for conserving Venice.
The European Centre for Heritage Crafts and Professions was established in 1975, beginning
firstly in Venice before relocating to the nearby island San Servolo in 1979. Villa Fabris in Thiene
was chosen as the new location in 2005 after the redevelopment of San Servolo.
Each year the school hosts students from around the world to teach the best standards for
conservation techniques on paint, wood, stone, metal and plaster. After attending the three month
Plaster Conservation course in 2010, I appreciated the opportunity to return to the Villa Fabris for
further learning.
The Plaster Casting course teaches new reproduction techniques but it is underlined with an
necessary understanding of the materials. The Italian education system encourages a
philosophical approach with encouragement to do as little as necessary so interventions are keep
to a minimum allowing for an accurate interpretation of the original.
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Image of piece mould and plaster cast made by students at Villa Fabris, Brian Maxwell 2013.

5. Canova Museum and Cast Gallery, Possagno, Italy
Antonia Canova was a master sculptor of 18th and 19th century Italy. Aside from being visually
stunning in its own right, the displays in his museum and cast gallery show the process by which
he created his famous marble sculptures. Displays present his sculpted terra-cotta prototypes, his
plaster piece moulds of the terra-cotta and his cast plaster replicas dotted with small brass nails.
The nails were the reference points Canova used to directly transfer the exact measurements and
proportions of the plaster model to his sculpted marble. As with the Cast Courts at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London this museum is a visual instruction in the preparation of piece moulds for
plaster casting. Please see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_Canova and http://
www.italianways.com/the-canova-museum-and-cast-gallery/ for additional information.
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Image from the Canova Museum showing referencing marks on plaster cast in background and marble
sculpture in foreground, Brian Maxwell 2013.

6. The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) Conference, London.
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) is the world's oldest established building
conservation group. It was established by William Morris in 1877 to defend old buildings from poor
quality restoration work. SPAB maintains Morrisʼ original concerns that much work on old buildings
is poorly conceived restoration works aimed at making the buildings look new with the resultant
loss of too much original fabric. As with Australiaʼs Burra Charter, SPAB advocates a cautious
approach to building works.
SPAB achieves its advocacy aims through the voluntary technical advice of its members who
publish and disseminate technical information as well as advice on a case by case basis. The
SPAB website outlines the cautious approach advocated by the organisation which is also
abbreviated here;
repair not restore; responsible methods; complement not parody; regular maintenance;
information; essential work; integrity; fit old to new; workmanship; materials and respect for age.
I attended the biannual SPAB organized Repair of Old Buildings Course short course (5 days)
which has been running since the 1950s. At the course I was exposed to the SPAB conservation
manifesto espoused by Morris and its application to the treatment of all elements of buildings as
well as the management and conservation of collections of moveable heritage. Two days of site
visits and discussions formed part of the course. Locations visited included the Wallace Collection,
Swiss Gardens and Hampton Court. Most interesting was the Wallace Collection which is a
museum in London held in Hertford House. It contains a world famous collection of fine and
decorative arts form the 15th to 19th Centuries. Unfortunately, one of the galleries in Hertford
House has been inappropriately modified from a heritage perspective.
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Very importantly SPAB recognizes that appropriate maintenance is the most effective way to
ensure that old and new buildings last into the future. As such, they organize a national
maintenance week which is a brilliant idea highlighting the much over looked necessity of routine
maintenance - as simple as cleaning gutters and removing vegetation from the side of buildings.
Please see - http://www.maintainyourbuilding.org.uk/main/. Interestingly, in Australia, old buildings
do not necessarily receive the ongoing maintenance funding they require. It is often the case that
buildings are worked on as part of a high profile capital works or adaptive reuse project.
Unfortunately this approach, with its inherent time pressures and import of workers who are not
acquainted with the idiosyncrasies of the building can result in a rushed and less cautious
approach than is desirable.

Image of restoration works at Hampton Court, including brick and stone replacement and repointing.
Brian Maxwell, 2013.

7. The Cast Courts and the Victoria and Albert Museum, London
The Cast Courts at the Victoria and Albert Museum are an irreplaceable cultural treasure recording
the technique and work of casting copies of original sculpture and ornamental building decoration.
Some of the casts held in the cast court are copies of important cultural treasures that have
deteriorated or been destroyed. At the Victoria and Albert Museum I meet conservators who
walked me through the Cast Courts to discuss the cultural significance of the objects as well as the
cleaning and preventive maintenance required to care for plaster. This was my first introduction to
the concept of 'preventative maintenance'. While it is generally a museum concept I can appreciate
it as a low impact way of maintaining the condition of building elements and materials into the
future. In some regards it is a most cautious first step in conservation.
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Image from the Cast Courts at the Victoria and Albert Museum, Brian Maxwell, 2013.

8. Current Australian Projects
There are several Australian projects underway that need to be mentioned as part of this report.
Most heritage practitioners in Australia are aware of both a lack of traditional skills and technical
expertise. The following projects are steps in the right direction.
Australian Chapter of the Building Limes Forum (BLF):
An Australian chapter of the BLF has been established by Jacqui Goddard. It was launched at the
BLF event in Dublin this year. At present membership for the Australian Chapter will be handled by
the BLF, Edinburgh. Australia will share the annual Journal and will produce its own newsletter of
which Jacqui Goddard is Editor. Information on the Australian Chapter of the BLF should be sought
from jacquig@mac.com.
Over Easter 2014 the Australian Chapter plan to start building a lime kiln on a property near
Molong, NSW. Members plan to use this as an opportunity to disseminate the skills and build the
profile of lime for heritage work in Australia. Please see http://www.buildinglimesforum.org.uk/ for
more information.
The NSW Public Works Sands Library:
The need to use appropriate sands when re-pointing heritage buildings is essential. Sands need
the correct size grading and proportion, suitable angularity and fines or clay content and the
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sources and locations of appropriate sands need to be identified. The NSW Public Works Sands
Library has identified the appropriate sand sources for re-pointing variously sized mortar joints medium, large and narrow - within proximity to Sydney. The data of each sand type identified in the
library will be made available in David Youngʼs forthcoming publication on mortars.
David Young's publication on mortars:
David Young is a heritage consultant with a very useful background in geology. He has been
teaching and documenting techniques in materials conservation on heritage buildings for over
twenty five years. David established a course at Canberra University called Conservation of
Traditional Buildings. This invaluable course addresses the need for educating the broad sweep of
people involved in heritage buildings. It would be useful if this course was expanded to reflect the
shortage of skills and knowledge required for heritage work. David is author of 'Salt Attack and
Rising Damp: a guide to salt damp in historic and older buildings' which is extremely useful and is
soon to be followed up with a much needed Australian guide on mortars. This book will contain the
specifications for the sands held in the NSW Public Works Sands Library.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This Fellowship assisted in refining my technical skills in plaster casting and piece molds, it helped
me appreciate the technical and historical research required for specifying appropriate plaster,
render and mortar mixes, it increased my appreciation for cautious conservation and introduced
me to the concept of preventative conservation. It made me realise how much traditional
knowledge has been lost and the huge effort that needs to go into reclaiming a place for the
technical details of heritage practice. It gave me clarity for the areas where I need to do more
research, such as understanding the source of Brisbane's lime and sand resource and likely
replacements.
As a craftsperson I will inevitably continue refining my traditional skills and researching traditional
materials so that my conservation work replaces like with like as advocated by the Burra Charter. I
will always aim to increase my appreciation for cautious conservation so that my work is limited to
doing only as much as necessary. Hopefully I can become an advocate for my profession through
the Australian Chapter of the Building Limes Forum and in my partnership with heritage bricklayer
Maurice Potrzeba.
Creating and sustaining the conditions for true success and the ongoing implementation of best
practice however, extends beyond me. The Australian heritage sector as a whole needs to keep
working to create the conditions for success by implementing projects such as the NSW Sand
Library, the Mortars technical paper by David Young and providing opportunities for reclaiming lost
skills through the planned lime kiln project in Molong, NSW. All these projects increase technical
understanding, not only among those practicing traditional trades but the policy makers, site
managers and architects who commission and project manage their work. In Australia the Burra
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Charter establishes the robust and workable framework for cautious conservation. We know we
need to work to create the conditions for technical detail and expertise to flourish among all
heritage practitioners.
To retain and protect Australia's culturally significant buildings is an aim and approach which needs
to be invested into now. My role will be to perform conservation work to the best standard but also
to share and teach these standards so the whole community can enjoy and appreciate the value of
our built heritage. Growing and harvesting the knowledge required is a crucial element requiring
the support of many. Despite currently being a small focus , hopefully the potential of the heritage
sector can be realised before interventions cause irreversible damage and impact. Heritage
buildings offer opportunities to explore and discover many stories but also reward us with the
visual experience of artisians offering workmanship and design rarely seen today. Enjoy.
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